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Letter from the Chair
Hello delegates, 
 
It is my honor to formally welcome you to the Cornell International Affairs Conference, and 
more specifically, the Fall of Communism adjusted crisis committee. The rules of an adjusted 
crisis committee are similar to regular crisis committees with some changes to account for more 
delegates. I hope this conference will give you unique opportunities to hone your debating skills 
and network with other students. This year, I am lucky enough to work with a very talented and 
intelligent dais, each of whom contributes a unique element to our committee. Hopefully, you 
will take the chance to get to know them, as they are the ones who have made this committee 
possible. 
 To tell you more about myself, I am majoring in Statistics and minoring in Computer 
Science. I am from Long Island, New York. I was very involved with my Model UN club in high 
school which is why I chose to join the Cornell International Affairs Society. When I’m not doing 
school work, you will probably find me watching a concert, obsessing over Game of Thrones, or 
buying too many plants for my garden. 
 This weekend, you will each be representing a member/rising member of the 27th 
Politburo of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU). This background guide will give 
you brief history surrounding the meeting as well as the current status of the problem at hand. As 
prominent CPSU members, each of you has a distinct relationship with Mikhail Gorbachev, and 
many of your alliances will be based on your future interests. It is in your best interest to study the 
portfolio powers closely and really know your character’s role. This will make it much easier for you 
to form alliances and respond to crises. I am looking forward to seeing what direction you will take 
this committee in. My goal for this committee is for each of you to present stimulating and creative 
solutions to the crises you are presented with, and to learn more about the history of Eastern 
Europe and communism in the process.
 I look forward to getting to know you all . If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to 
email me at rk593@cornell.edu. Can’t wait to see you on campus!

Best, 
Reema Kumar



Letter from the Crisis Director
Dear Delegates,

Thank for for joining us for the Fall of Communism committee in this year’s Cornell International 
Affairs Conference.  My name is Matthew Benz, and I’m a senior here at Cornell, studying Hotel 
Administration and Real Estate in the School of Hotel Administration.  Outside of CIAS, I’m primarily 
involved in the Cornell Real Estate Club and the Cornell Concert Commission.  I’m a huge music 
fan, though I’m just learning to play now.  I’m also an avid biker, so if you ever see me injured, 
biking is the most probable cause.  Like many CIAS members, though, I dedicate a lot of my time to 
the club, and I’m happy to serve as your crisis director for this committee.
As for the actual conference and committee:  I’m excited for this conference because we’re trying 
a lot of new things this year, and especially excited for this committee because I think it’s a cool 
opportunity to dive into an important time in history, from a perspective not traditionally known 
to many of us.
However, I’m also excited by the unusual format of this adjusted crisis committee.  Due to 
the large size and crisis format of this committee, we will be requiring delegates to collect 
multiple signatures for each crisis note.  (We’ve elaborated on this later in the background 
guide.)  Therefore, I expect this to be an intensely collaborative weekend.  Regardless, I think this 
committee will be a lot of fun for all parties involved.  My goal for this committee is to facilitate a 
working environment where you all can collaborate effectively and generate interesting ideas and 
solutions pertaining to the crisis at hand.
 If you have any questions about this committee—particularly about the unusual 
procedure—just shoot me an email at mb2225@cornell.edu.  I look forward to meeting you all 
soon, and I hope you’re as excited as I am.

Matthew Benz



Introduction: 1980’s Soviet Union - 
A Power in Decline?

 It is the spring of 1987. The end of the 
Soviet Union concluded the Cold War and 
Russian hegemony over the Eastern bloc, 
paving way for democratic revolutions in Eastern 
Europe, NATO and EU expansion eastward, and 
drastic improvements in the material standards 
of those living in formerly Communist states. At 
the same time however, the Soviet collapse led 
to widespread social and economic disruptions 
in post-Soviet states, which left some of them 
vulnerable to domination by oligarchs and 
autocrats. Inequality, drug trade, cultural 
tribalism, and religious fundamentalism increased manifold across the post-Communist world. 
Mortality rates for Russian men are higher today than before the Wall came down. Given the 
bittersweet, mixed outcome of the Fall of Communism, many today, both in the East and West, 
long for a return to the “good old days” of the Cold War.

 Whatever the historical legacy of the Soviet Union may be, even a cursory look at the 
structural issues affecting the Union in the 1980’s makes its collapse seem inevitable. Crumbling 
infrastructures, weakening social ties, corrupt bureaucracy, and a “Vietnam-esque” guerilla warfare 
in Afghanistan - the Soviet Union of the 1980’s was a country plagued by numerous political, 
economical, and social issues. These problems combined, as well as a political system either too 
paralyzed (early 80’s) or too unstable (late 80’s to 91) to resolve them, made the collapse inevitable. 

 But, hindsight is always 20/20. The Soviet Union appeared healthy, and if anything, 
invigorated to the Western world as it trotted towards collapse. Although the West preached the 
“imminent collapse of Soviet socialism” since the beginning of the Cold War, by the 80’s, many 
saw the Union as a power to stay. Until well into the 80’s, popular German magazines often put 
scare-quotes around the name “DDR’—Deutsche Demokratische Republik, or East Germany—to 
imply that the East German Socialist government was a temporary regime that will collapse at any 
moment.1 In 1989, the magazine finally relented and dropped the scare quotes, admitting that 
Communism in Europe is here to stay for the foreseeable future. The Berlin Wall came down three 
months later.

 The anecdote shows that while the Soviet regime was under immense pressure 
domestically and internationally, its collapse was by no means a predetermined historical 
outcome. Perhaps, different decisions by key political actors could have save the doomed Union.

 Karl Marx said: “Men make their own history, but they do not make it as they please.” 
Despite the constraints of predetermined structural circumstances, Marx hoped that history  

1 Stevenson, Patrick (2002). Language and German Disunity: A Sociolinguistic History of East 
and West in Germany, 1945-2000. Oxford University Press.  ISBN 0198299702.



History of Late Communism
Post-WW2 Growth and Expansion

 The end of WW2 led to post-war prosperity across the globe as reconstruction efforts 
kickstarted exhausted economies and material abundance reinvigorated war-weary society. The 
Soviet Union was no exception. After surviving an existential battle with the Fascist powers of 
Europe, Soviet society experienced a slow-paced but methodical improvement at it rebuilt itself 
from a devastating war, in which it lost twenty million people, the most of all participants in the 
Second World War. 

Economic Growth
 Economic reconstruction did not come to the Union as quickly or as significantly as it 
did for the Western nations supported by the Marshall plan. Nevertheless the Soviet economy, 
devastated by years of Nazi German looting and destruction, slowly recovered until the late 1960’s. 
By 1975, the size of the Soviet economy peaked, reaching about 57 percent of the size of the U.S. 
economy. 2

 Given its wartime devastation, the Soviet economy recovered remarkably well in the 
immediate postwar years; nevertheless, it still faced serious structural issues. On the brighter 
side, Soviet industrial capacity reached and surpassed its prewar levels by 1950. Kickstarting the 
industrial reconstruction was war booty brought home from defeated powers, including advanced 
industrial machineries from Germany.3 These equipments replaced destroyed domestic hardware 
and as a result, domestic fixed capital reserves exceeded prewar levels by 19494. Furthermore, 
through extensive housing reconstruction for farmers, agricultural production reached prewar 
levels by 1949, starving off the risk of famine5. These advancements, however, came at a cost. 
Heavy industry, such as military industries, were prioritized over civilian needs. As a result, 
production levels for steel, a key material for heavy industry, returned to 1940’s level quickly, but 
civilian goods manufacturing stagnated around 1920’s level.6 Wages also stagnated, and even by 
1952, wages were barely 60 percent of what they were in 1928. 7 

2 https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/DOC_0000497165.pdf
3 http://germanhistorydocs.ghi-dc.org/docpage.cfm?docpage_id=3403
4 http://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/1027281.
pdf?refreqid=excelsior%3A2b24c9a29fddb9f2db67ae645b3ad88d
5 http://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/1027281.
pdf?refreqid=excelsior%3A2b24c9a29fddb9f2db67ae645b3ad88d
6 https://www.jstor.org/stable/40392524?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
7 https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/1924665.
pdf?refreqid=excelsior%3Acd78a2f7e55d854b09e30094fddffbf4

leaves room for human agency to affect it. If this the case, then it is your task, delegates, to change 
history.

The philosophers have only interpreted the world, in various ways. The point, however, is to 
change it. 
           -- Karl Marx, 1840.



 Nevertheless, gradually, as the war economy demobilized, civilian goods started to trickle 
back into the market. The queues were still long, but not as long as during the war. There was no 
risk of widespread famine and not as many people were starving, which was honestly a significant 
milestone for the Union, which had its last serious famine as late as in 1947. 8

 By the late 1950’s, growth rate picked up, surpassing that of the U.S. until the 1970’s.9 Things 
really started to improve during the Khrushchev era, when the infamous “kitchen debate10 forced 
the Soviet state to improving the living standard of its citizens by diverting industry to produce 
consumer goods. While Khrushchev's bold promise to reach U.S. living standards in “seven years” 
were not accomplished, the wage reform he instituted brought up Soviet average wages by 60 to 
70 percent, drastically improving living standards.11 Although quality of life was not perfect, it was 
making incremental improvements in the USSR.

 In the postwar years, the Union saw significant improvements in the political and cultural 
sphere. After the death of Stalin and the rise to power of Nikita Khrushchev, Stalinist totalitarian 
oppression was gradually phased out in favor of a more “soft” repression, and freedom of 
expression was tolerated, to an extent. Ideological orthodoxy gave way to flexible interpretations 
of communism, and new modes of cultural expression thrived.

 During the war years, thinkers and politicians alike had to abide by party line, and more 
importantly Stalin’s line, to stay out of the Gulags. With Stalin’s death however, the government 
began to grant mass amnesties to nonpolitical prisoners and political prisoners with light 
sentences12. Khruschev’s secret speech in 1956 denounced Stalinism, and paved the way towards 
the rehabilitation of hundreds of alleged and real dissidents of the Union13. The Gulags were closed 
in 1960, and Soviet repression never again reached the depravity of the Stalinist age.14

 As thinkers and policymakers were freed from the constraints of ideological orthodoxy, 
they could engage in policy debates that would have previously been deemed reactionary. During 
Stalinist years, “mathematical” economics, which disagreed with orthodox “Marxist” economics that 
claimed price is strictly derived from labor, was condemned and its adherents purged. But by 1965, 
the widened room for policy disagreement allowed the “mathematical” school to thrive in the 
newly established Central Economic Mathematics Institute. This new institute challenged orthodox 
Marxism and raised the eire of some communists, but ultimately allowed for more efficient central 
planning, raising productivity.

8 http://www.paulbogdanor.com/left/soviet/famine/ellman1947.pdf
9 http://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/1027281.
pdf?refreqid=excelsior%3A2b24c9a29fddb9f2db67ae645b3ad88d
10 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-CvQOuNecy4
11 Filtzer, Donald (1992). Soviet Workers and de-Stalinization. Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press.ISBN 0-521-41899-2.
12 http://soviethistory.msu.edu/1954-2/prisoners-return/prisoners-return-texts/first-post-stalin-
amnesty/
13 http://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/444804.
pdf?refreqid=excelsior:59edbc4f7337da4b2cc487e7b1376fa3
14 http://old.memo.ru/history/NKVD/GULAG/r1/r1-4.htm

Political and Cultural Expansion



Stagnation Sets In

 As people increasingly accepted non orthodox political positions, cultural space for new 
forms of art expanded. Of course, public and open defiance of party lines were still severely 
punished, but the people were allowed a degree of freedom of cultural expression. Nevertheless, 
transgressive and experimental political thought and artistic expression was tolerated, as long as it 
was co-opted by the state. 

 Prosperity did not last long. By the 1960’s, economic inefficiency and political corruption 
chipped away at Soviet society, bringing about impetus for reform. Unfortunately, these reforms 
did not last, and the structural changes necessary to save the Union were never implemented. The 
stage was set for Soviet decline. 

 What little political freedom that  “thawed” under Khrushchev, froze back after he was 
removed from office after losing out in a power struggle in 1964. Subsequently, harsh, almost 
Stalinist repression was back in style.In the 1966 Sinyavsky-Daniel show trials, two writers were 
sentenced to five to seven years in the labor camp for writing “subversive” satirical materials 
that were published in the West. In fact, the trial even exceeded Stalinist repressions in its 
vindictiveness, as it was the first time in Soviet history that writers were openly persecuted for their 
literary products rather than some other cooked up violations. Many writers tried to reverse the 
re-entrenchment of repressive politics, but to no avail. Many of t15hem, some of them part of the 
official state organ of the USSR Union of Writers, signed the “Letter of 63” to protest the trials; many 
of these protesters found their careers curtailed, or worse, were imprisoned.16

 Despite hopes that the renewed repression was an aberration from the norm, political 
persecution like that in the Sinyavsky-Daniel trials became normalized over the next few years. The 
1967 Trial of Four also prosecuted activists and writers for writing subversive materials and leaking 
it to the West. The same pattern played itself out again;the intelligentsia rallied on behalf the 
accused, but nevertheless all four dissidents were sentenced to labor camps.1718 To make matters 
worse, the 1968 Red Square demonstration protesting Soviet intervention in Czechoslovakia was 
also put down, with all participants either sent to prison or to psychiatric hospitals.19 From then on 
until the mid 1980’s, advocates for human rights will constantly face official repression.

 Speaking of the Soviet intervention in Czechoslovakia, Soviet foreign policy also reflected 
the growing political repression at home and was increasingly oriented toward restricting the 
freedom and liberty of other peoples. The 1968 “Prague Spring,” an attempt by Czechoslovak 
communist leader Alexander Dubcek to embrace a reformist “Socialism with a Human Face,” was 
quashed by Soviet diplomatic and military intervention.20 Dubcek was removed, and in the ensuing 
“normalization,” his reformatory policies that granted political liberty to the Czechoslovaks were

15  Benedikt Sarnov, Stalin and writers, (Russian: «Сталин и писатели»), four volumes, Eksmo, 
Moscow, 2008—2011, IBN 978-5-699-36669-9, vol. 3, pp. 261-265 
16 (in English) Online: "Soviet Writers' Appeal for the Release of Sinyavsky and Daniel". 
osaarchivum.org. Retrieved 2015-08-11. 
17 Rubenstein, Joshua (1981). Soviet Dissidents: Their Struggle for Human Rights. London: 
Wildwood House. p. 72. ISBN 978-0-7045-3062-1.
18 Alexeyeva, Lyudmila (1993). The Thaw Generation: Coming of Age in the Post-Stalin Era. 
Pittsburgh, PA: University of Pittsburgh Press. ISBN 978-0-8229-5911-3.
19 http://old.memo.ru/library/books/sw/chapt18.htm
20 https://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/war/czechoslovakia2.htm



reversed. In the same year, the Soviets also extended their influence into Poland, which was going 
through its own leadership crisis. The Soviets promoted “anti-Zionist” factions within the Polish 
leaderships to purge both Jewish and reformatory elements within the political class.21 As a result 
of these Soviet reactionary maneuvers in its sphere of influences, movements promoting political 
liberty were destroyed, and would not be recreated until the late 1980’s.

 Soviet foreign policy was also having unintended blowbacks to the home front. When a 
U.S. National Security Advisor declared his intention to make Afghanistan the Soviet “Vietnam,” 
he was not kidding.22 The Soviet intervention in neighboring Afghanistan that started in 1979 not 
only failed to install a friendly puppet regime, but also weakened the legitimacy and strength of 
the Soviet Union. The costly war that killed or wounded at least 60 thousand Soviets and countless 
Afghans undermined the reputation of the CCP and the Red Army, giving room to political 
dissidents, disgruntled veterans, and opportunist separatists to all speak out against the regime.2324

 The Soviet economy also stagnated during this period. Soviet Gross National Product 
peaked between 1965 and 1970, when GNP growth rate was 4.9 percent. After that, GNP growth 
rate declined precipitously to 3.0 percent between 1970 to 1975. By 1985, growth rate was 
stagnating around 1.9 percent.25 The Soviet economists did not fail due to lack of trying. The Soviet 
leadership launched economic structural reforms time and time again in 1969, 1973, 1979, and in 
1984, to no avail. The exact cause of the decline is hotly debated, but many argue the centralized 
control of the economy, slowing technological progress, and the over-funding of military 
expenditure at the expense of consumer goods production.

 The stifling political atmosphere and grim economic condition created a plethora of social 
problems. Alcoholism continued to cripple Soviet society, despite numerous attempts by the 
Soviet leadership at reform.26 Crime rates grew very quickly, with there being more than 23 percent 
criminal incidents in 1983 than 1982, and 32 percent increase between 1989 and 1988.27 Housing 
and infrastructure was aging as government revenue required to maintain it dropped. 

 As a result of these political, economic, and social deterioation, the Soviets truly felt they 
were “stagnating” by the year 1985, when Mikhael Gorbachev assumed control over the USSR. 
Instituted between 1985 to 1987 in piece meal, Gorbachev’s Perestroika policy allowed state run 
enterprise to participate in the market, while his Glasnost policy lifted numerous restrictions to 
political liberty for the average Soviet citizens. Many felt a fresh air of change as the Old Guard 
retired and these new policies were instituted in a drastic break from the past. But Gorbachev 
drastic reforms betrayed a desperation, a desire to do whatever it takes to turn the tide. And of 
course, reform is always risky, for it disturbs the status quo. Widespread anxiety due to political

21  http://web.ceu.hu/jewishstudies/pdf/02_stola.pdf
22  http://www.aljazeera.com/archive/2003/04/2008410113842420760.html
23 https://web.archive.org/web/20060718225045/http://www.vfw.org/resources/
levelxmagazine/0203_Soviet-Afghan%20War.pdf
24 http://faculty.washington.edu/aseem/afganwar.pdf
25 Bacon, Edwin; Sandle, Mark (2002). Brezhnev Reconsidered. Palgrave Macmillan. ISBN 978-
0333794630.
26 https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2013/09/how-alcohol-conquered-
russia/279965/
27 https://watermark.silverchair.com



and social-economic stagnation, subterranean fear that the reforms may be too little, too fast, 
and excitement from the opening up of a new political frontier: such was the State of the Union in 
1987.

Portfolio Powers
Pyotr Demichev

Demichev began his political career as a deputy Politburo member beginning in 1964. Since then, 
he has served as Minister of Culture from 1974 to 1986 and First Deputy Chairman of the Presidium 
of the Supreme Soviet from 1986 to 198828. He is a hard-liner, showing no support towards liberal 
movements within the Soviet Union.

Dolgikh was elected into the Politburo in 1982. He has an extensive background in labor and 
industrial engineering, serving in many industrial and engineering management positions early 
in his career, even winning a Hero of Socialist Labor Award for increasing productivity in the 
nonferrous metals industry.29 His thoughts on reviving the economy and economic reforms are 
important to the discussion. 

Boris Yeltsin joined Communist Party in 1961 and soon after, served as party chief of the Sverdlovsk 
from 1976 to 1985. Recently, Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev summoned Yeltsin to Moscow to 
lead the Construction Department of the Party's Central Committee in an attempt to fix the Soviet 
economy30. Yeltsin is also a moderate advocate of political and social reform of the USSR, though it 
is unclear as how his ideology and position within the communist party will develop.

Slyunkov was a First Secretary of the Belorussian Communist Party from 1983 to 1987. Nikolay 
Slyunkov was promoted to full Politburo membership in mid-1987. From 1965 to 1974, he was 
director of the Minsk Tractor Production Combine, part of the vast USSR military-industrial 
complex. He was head of the Economic Department from 1978-1988 and subsequently chaired the 
Socio-Economic Policy Commission of the Central Committee in the restructuring of the Party. 31

28 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyotr_Demichev
29 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vladimir_Dolgikh
30 https://web.archive.org/web/20070927201642/http://www.foreignaffairs.
org/19990901faessay1007/ anders-aslund/russia-s-collapse.html
31 http://prabook.com/web/person-view.html?profileId=1312920
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Sergey Sokolov
Sokolov served as the Marshal of the Soviet Union in 1978. He was in charge of the Soviet ground 
forces during the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. He is one of the most respected men in the Soviet 
military, even being awarded the title of Hero of the Soviet Union. Very recently, Sergey Sokolov 
was appointed Minister of Defense of the Soviet Union in 1984.32 His strong military background 
and staunch support of the Communist Party will be invaluable in this time of uncertainty.

Nikolai has a strong background in economics. He has served as the Soviet representative to The 
Council for Mutual Economic Assistance a trade bloc that includes the USSR and Eastern European 
countries as well as many communist nations around the world.33 He was was recently chosen by 
Gorbachev to start an economic reform program known as perestroika. It is unclear to see how 
perestroika will roll out, but Talyzin seems to support Gorbachev’s movement for economic reform. 

Yuri Solovyev was the Leningrad regional party leader. He was a nonvoting candidate member 
of the 27th Politburo of the Communist Party. After failing to earn fifty percent of the votes in 
the 1989 election for the Congress of People’s Deputies, Solovyev lost his seat on Politburo and 
eventually his role as First Secretary in the Party.34 Solovyev was also an early ally of Gorbachev who 
lacked strong commitment to reform. 

Yakovlev is an important Soviet politician and historian who served as the the head of the 
Communist Party’s Department of Ideology and Propaganda from 1969 to 1973. He was removed 
from the position after publishing a controversial article harshly criticizing Russian nationalism. 
In the early 1980’s, he became a close acquaintance and advisor of Gorbachev. As a Soviet leader, 
he advocates for Soviet non-intervention in Eastern Europe; many regard him as the driving 
intellectual force behind the practices of glasnost and perestroika.35 Yakovlev generally supports 
more liberal policies, however, his colleagues are critical of his deceptive nature.   

Maslyukov is a Russian politician who is chairman of the State Planning Committee (Gosplan), 
an agency responsible for central economic planning in the Soviet Union.36 He joined the 
27th Politburo as a full member on March 6, 1986. Since then, he has shown dedication to the 
preservation of communism.37 His role as chairman of the Gosplan gives him unique insight on the 
economy of the Soviet Union which will be valuable in committee discussion. 

32 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sergey_Sokolov_(commander)
33 http://www.nytimes.com/1991/01/26/obituaries/nikolai-talyzin-62-assisted-gorbachev-in-
starting-reforms
34 https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/19860401A.pdf
35 https://web.archive.org/web/20051020010403/http://www.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/story/
RTGAM.20051018.wyakov1018/BNStory/International/
36 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gosplan
37 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yuri_Maslyukov
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Georgy Razumovsky
Razumovsky is a Soviet politician who is a high-ranking official in the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union. In 1985, he came head of the Party Building and Cadre Work Department of the 
Central Committee. His chief responsibility in this positions is reimposing central control over 
CPSU appointments throughout the country.38 In 1986, Razumovsky became a candidate member 
of the 27th Politburo, a member of the 27th Secretariat, and a full member of the 27th Central 
Committee. Razumovsky is largely considered Gorbachev’s protege and thus is extremely loyal to 
him.

Biryukova is one of the few women with a position of power in the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union. She is on the path of becoming a candidate member of the 27th Politburo. Gorbachev 
appointed her to the Secretariat, thus making her the highest ranking woman in the CPSU. She has 
a background in leading a national trade union.39 Although her peers often question her authority, 
she is very respected in the eyes of Gorbachev and is a dedicated and powerful  member of the 
Communist Party. 

Vlasov is a Soviet politician who is under consideration of becoming a candidate member of the 
27th Politburo. He currently serves as the Minister of Interior of the Russian SFSR where he is 
in charge of assigning the secret police and combatting economic crimes (suppressing private 
business). By this time, most people had little respect of the Minister of the Interior because of the 
rampant corruption in the department.40 Vlasov is a hard-liner and a close ally of Gorbachev. 

Lukyanov is a Russian Communist politician and gifted poet who will likely become a candidate 
member of the 27th Politburo. While in law school, he became close friends with Gorbachev 
which would later enable to gain access to high ranking positions in the Communist Party. His 
background in constitutional law sets him apart from other Soviet officials. He was a key drafter of 
the 1977 Soviet Constitution. In addition, Lukyanov is the Chief of the Secretariat of the Supreme 
Soviet of the USSR, a leading member of the Central Auditing Commission, and a secretary of 
the CPSU Central Committee.41 Despite his old friendship with Gorbachev, Lukyanov has liberal 
tendencies which he keeps hidden from most. 

38 Willerton, John P. Patronage and Politics in the USSR. Cambridge: Cambridge U Press, 1992. 
Print.
39 Shoemaker, M. Wesley. Russia and the Commonwealth of Independent States 2012. N.p.: 
Rowman & Littlefield, 2012. Print.
40 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aleksandr_Vlasov_(politician)
41 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anatoly_Lukyanov
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Vladimir Kryuchkov
Kryuchkov is a Soviet lawyer who currently heads the intelligence of the KGB. Under his leadership, 
the Directorate has been successful in penetrating Western intelligence agencies and improving 
disinformation and active measure techniques. However, loyalty within the agency is suffering 
and Kryuchkov is responsible for making some poor decisions, including the decision to invade 
Afghanistan.42 Kryuchkov has made it clear that he does not trust Gorbachev’s leadership, and his 
intentions in the KGB are questionable. 

Primakov is a Soviet scholar under consideration of becoming a candidate member of the 27th 
Politburo. For a brief time, he was the Chairman of the Soviet Peace Committee, an agency that 
supported anti-war campaigns of non-communist Western countries. This agency is largely 
regarded as a propaganda instrument utilized by the USSR. He currently serves a the Director of 
the Institute of World Economy and International Relations of the USSR Academy of Sciences.43 
Primakov is a close ally of Gorbachev and is quickly gaining prominence in Soviet politics. 

Pugo is a Soviet Communist political figure of Latvian descent who was born on February 19, 
1937. From 1980 to 1984, he served as the head of the Latvian KGB and currently serves as the 
First Secretary of the Latvian Communist Party. He is also a member of the USSR Party Central 
Committee. Pugo is firmly against independence movements in the Baltics, and Latvians consider 
him a traitor to his own people.44 He currently has the trust of Gorbachev, but many question the 
authenticity of his loyalty.

Aliyev joined the Azerbaijan sect of the KGB in 1944 and quickly rose through the ranks, becoming 
a Major-General. During his tenure in the Azerbaijani KGB, Aliyev ran an anti-corruption campaign. 
In 1969, he became the First Secretary of the Central Committee of the Azerbaijan Communist 
Party.45 Aliyev has been a very loyal member of the Politburo, however Gorbachev’s new political 
policies (perestroika) are against Aliyev’s views and his loyalty to Gorbachev and his position in the 
Politburo are up in the air.

Vorotnikov has been a member of the communist party since his days working at a Locomotive 
Repair plant. In 1979, he was appointed Soviet Ambassador to Cuba, a move seen as an exile by 
Leonid Brezhnev. However, Vorotnikov returned to the Soviet Union once Brezhnev died, in 1982. 
He is currently serving as chairman of the Council of Ministers of the Russian Soviet Federative 
Socialist Republic (RSFRS). 46

42 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vladimir_Kryuchkov
43 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yevgeny_Primakov
44 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boris_Pugo
45 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heydar_Aliyev
46 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vitaly_Vorotnikov
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Andrei Gromyko
Andrei Gromyko became a member of the Communist party in 1931 and has had a profound 
influence on the party ever since. He rose up the ranks through the years, becoming the Head 
of the Department of Americas (working closely with the US ambassador the the Soviet Union), 
a Soviet delegate to the Tehran, Yalta and Potsdam conferences, Soviet ambassador to Havana, 
Permanent Soviet Union representative to the United Nations, Soviet ambassador to the United 
Kingdom, Minister of Foreign Affairs, and was at once the literal head of state of the Soviet Union. 47 

Zaykov became the Central Committee Secretary of Defense in 1985, and replaced Boris Yeltsin as 
Moscow Party First Secretary in November 1987. He made his early career in the military industry. 
Following in Yeltsin’s footsteps, his term helped the conservatives gain more power. Zaykov 
brought about change in Russian politics by calling for more electoral candidates to be chosen on 
political experience rather than on experience with economic management.48

Dimash Kunayev became a member of the Communist party in 1939. He was deputy chairman 
of the Council of Ministers of the Kazakh SSR from 1942 to 1952. He was very close friends 
with Leonid Brezhnev up until Brezhnev’s death.  He was first appointed First Secretary of the 
Kazakh Communist Party in 1960, but was dismissed in 1962 because of his disagreement with 
Khrushchev's plans to incorporate some lands in southern Kazakhstan into Uzbekistan, but he was 
reappointed to the position in 1964. 49

Yegor Ligachyo was often regarded as Gorbachev’s right hand man, holding positions such as 
Secretary for Ideology, head of the Party Organization Department and a Secretary of the Central 
Committee, and head of the Secretariat of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. He supported 
Gorbachev’s reform policies, perestroika and glasnost, but is starting to doubt the extent of 
glasnost.50

Nikolai Ryzhov became a member of the Communist party in 1956. He rose up the ranks in the 
communist party, becoming First Deputy Minister of the Ministry of Heavy and Transport Machine 
Building, First Deputy Chairman of the State Planning Committee and CPSU Central Committee. 51

47 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrei_Gromyko
48  Savel’ev, A.G. The Big Five: Arms Control Decision-making in the Soviet Union. Greenwood 
Publishing Group, 1995. Print.
49 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dinmukhamed_Kunayev
50 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yegor_Ligachyov
51 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikolai_Ryzhkov
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Mikhail Solomentsev
Solomentsev was a high-ranking member of the 27th Politburo.  He was a secretary for the CPU 
until 1971, and subsequently served as the Chairman of the Council of Ministers for the Russian 
SFSR . He became the Chairman of Party Control in 1983 and was later dismissed from the 
Politburo by Gorbachev in 1988. He received several awards, including the Four Orders of Lenin, 
during his terms and was instrumental in domestic and foreign policy. 52

Chebrikov served as a member of both the 26th and 27th Politburo. He was the head of the KGB, 
or Chairman of State Security, under Gorbachev from 1982 to 1988. He was known for his skills 
in foreign intelligence, crippling the CIA network during his time in office. Gorbachev replaced 
Chebrikov with General Vladimir Kryuchkov in 1988 after disagreements over reforms.53

Shevardnadze served as a member of both the 26th and 27th Politburo. Shevardnadze was First 
Secretary of the Georgian Communist Party from 1972 to 1985. He became a full member of the 
Politburo and was appointed Minister of Foreign Affairs by Gorbachev in 1985.54 Shevardnadze was 
a firm supporter of Gorbachev’s policies of glasnost and perestroika and was instrumental in their 
implementation. 

Shcherbytsky is a Ukrainian and Soviet politician. He joined the 27th Politburo of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union in March 1986. He became the First Secretary of the Communist Party 
of Ukraine in 1972, and his rule is marked by an emphasis on recentralization and suppression of 
dissent.55 He is very conservative in his policies and supports Russification policies. Although he 
supports Gorbachev, he is a critic of the democratic changes he makes.

Nikonov is a Soviet politician quickly gaining prominence in the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union. His expertise lies in agriculture, and he is currently assisting Gorbachev in revitalizing the 
Russian economy through farming. Nikonov will likely become a full voting member of the 27th 
Politburo in the near future. His charismatic personality and relatively innocent position makes 
him a powerful  dark horse politician. Though he is regarded as an “enthusiastic promoter of the 
Gorbachev program,56” some believe that he is more loyal to other more conservative officials. 

52 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mikhail_Solomentsev
53 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viktor_Chebrikov
54 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eduard_Shevardnadze
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56 http://www.nytimes.com/1987/10/06/world/russian-agricultural-official-arriving-for-us-farm-
tour.html
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Vadim Medvedev
Medvedev’s is a rising member in the Communist Party. He currently serves as a Secretary in 
the CPSU, though he is not a voting member of the politburo. He serves as the head of the 
Bloc Relations Department where his exact role is somewhat unclear. He has vocally supported 
improved economic management and accelerated introduction of technology, which places him 
in a good standing for Gorbachev’s economic team.57 He is one of Gorbachev’s close allies at this 
time, and he is considered a party hardliner. 

Dobrynin served as the Ambassador of the Soviet Union to the United States for 24 years. While 
in this position, he served as a key role in relaying information during the Cold War era. Recently, 
he was appointed to the Secretariat of the CPSU by Gorbachev despite his lack of previous party 
experience. On Secretariat, his responsibilities are quite broad, he mainly handles foreign affairs, 
focusing on East-West issues and arms control.58 His many years spent in the US makes many 
of Dobrynin’s colleagues wary of his intentions, and although he seems to be a close friend of 
Gorbachev’s, it is possibly Dobrynin is just an interim member.

57 https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/19860401A.pdf
58 https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/19860401A.pdf
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Wojciech Jaruzelski
Jaruzelski was appointed First Secretary of the Polish United Workers’ Party and leader of the 
People’s Republic of Poland in 1981.  Although he officially served as Prime Minister until 1985, he 
is currently still the Polish head of state.  Jaruzelski imposed martial law on Poland soon after being 
made leader of the country, in order to crack down on pro-democracy movements in the country.

Jan Dobraczyński
Dobraczyński is the founder and former chairman of the Patriotyczny Ruch Odrodzenia 
Narodowego (PRON) (“Patriotic Movement for National Rebirth”), an organization created in the 
aftermath of martial law being imposed in Poland, created to gather and bolster pro-communist 
and pro-government organizations around the Soviet Union, particularly in Poland.  Having left his 
chairman role in 1985, Dobraczyński currently holds the title of general in the Polish military.

Adjusted Crisis Guidelines
This committee will be an adjusted crisis committee. The rules of a crisis committee differ from 
traditional general assembly procedures. Below is a brief explanation of the general rules of this 
committee.

Directives
 The committee will debate on directives rather than resolutions. Directives are written in 
the style of resolutions but are more brief and concise. In order for a directive to be passed, the 
committee must vote on it. 



Crisis Notes
 Delegates can communicate with the crisis staff in private through the passing of crisis 
notes to the dais. In general, crisis notes are used to perform actions without the awareness 
of other delegates. When writing crisis notes, it is important to be very specific and realistic in 
your requests and/or questions. Furthermore, your requests must be within the scope of your 
specific character’s portfolio powers. Because this is an adjusted crisis committee, there must be 
a minimum of 4 signatories for a crisis note to be passed. Therefore, delegates are encouraged to 
work in blocs. 

Press Releases
 Information will be dispensed to delegates through the form of press releases. These can 
either come from crisis staff directly or delegates can send requests for press releases via crisis 
notes. A press release implies that an action is public knowledge, and therefore require immediate 
consideration. 

Points and Motions
 The rules for points and motions are generally the same for crisis committees. Because 
this is adjusted crisis, there will be a speaker’s list as the default. However, moderated caucuses to 
debate specific topics will likely be the chief method of debate. 

 In general, this committee will be more collaborative than a regular crisis committee due to 
its increased size. Debate will be fast-paced, and delegates will have to respond crises with efficient 
and creative solutions. 


